Video conferencing

[Enjoy business benefits]
1

Unified user experience across desktop,
mobile, and video room systems

2

No local software downloads or plug-ins
required to join the meeting

3

Interoperability enables external parties to
communicate directly from Skype for Business

4

Personalized adoption for all users with the
Arkadin Smart Start on-boarding program

5

24/7 live assistance from Arkadin’s award
winning customer service team

arkadin.com

Bringing business to life
Arkadin Vision is an end-to-end, Cloud-based
collaboration platform, delivering a Digital Meeting
Space and ensuring ease of use – regardless of time,
location, or device.
Combining the best-of-breed audio, web, and video
conferencing, Arkadin Vision delivers collaboration for
the digital age, helping to quickly connect people and
teams at a global level.

Be free to choose how you collaborate with your customers
and colleagues anytime, anywhere, and on any device

Whether you’re in the office, at home, or on the move, Arkadin Vision
helps you control your day – and not allowing your day to control you

User friendly

Quick to onboard

Simple to pay

– Instant access from your web
browser, no local software download
to attend meetings

– Features Arkadin Smart Start, a
dedicated training platform to
accelerate adoption and onboard
users quickly and easily

– Affordable solutions with fixed
licensing pricing to provide more
financial planning control

– Interoperability with Skype for
Business, video rooms, desktops, and
mobile users
– HD video and screen sharing at the
click of a button
– Extend the Arkadin Vision unified
user experience with the mobile app,
available from the Apple App Store for
iOS devices

– No local software downloads or plugins required to join the meeting
– Email toolbars: Schedule, invite, and
start meetings directly from Outlook
and Chrome

– Procurement with ease; transparent
terms and conditions to accelerate
onboarding of solution
– Single collaboration provider with a
single invoice

– Training videos: Bite-size hints and
tips to get you started

*Please note: Arkadin Vision is not to be used as an audio-only bridge

“Arkadin demonstrates once again that they are on the cutting edge of where the
collaboration market is headed. Arkadin Vision offers a solid mid-market alternative that
will be ideal for businesses that require a cost effective solution for core collaboration
and video functionality across multiple platforms.”
Roopam Jain
Industry Director, Enterprise Communications & Collaboration, Frost & Sullivan

Video conferencing

[Enjoy work, enjoy life, enjoy sharing]

